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EXAMPLE ORGANIZATION 
INTRODUCTION 
The followins section is devoted to the RCRA. This 1s an 
organization that has exemPlified, in its formation, the t�Pe of spirit 
that will be needed to better develop the Profession in the future. It 
is one of cooperation and improvement of standards. Even with tne basic 
dimension of cooperation, the essential insredient tnat went into the 
formation of this orsanization was risk. Ris� in this case 1s one or the 
essential insredients in change. Man� individuals in the Profession 
would like to maintain the status auo but the ke� word to chanse is risk 
and the abilit� to know when to take 3 chance and the Probab1l1ties of 
success. The histor� and the formation of this orsanization are one that 
is a balance of risk and cooperation which are two essential 1nsredients 
that will be needed for the success of the Profession. This does not 
suggest that competitive structures are not in Place and oPeratinS 
because each of the members of this Profession are Providins or comPet1ns 
for clients to increase their business but the� recosn1ze that a 
cooperative effort is needed to improve the overall aual1t� of the 
profession and are acting accordinsl� in a consolidated effort to make 
such improvements. 
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